
Time Extra
Time

Question What to do…

9.00 9.00 Reading 
Time

Read the questions and highlight the keywords so 
you know what to look for

9.10 9.11 1 Identify the four statements in your own words

9.15 9.23 2 Language Analysis
2 x P-E-A1-A2-Z-K

9.25 9.35 3 Analyse how and why the focus changes
2-3 x P-E-A1-K

9.35 9.47 4 Evaluate how far you agree with the keywords in 
the statement

2 x P-E-A1-A2-Z-K

10.00 10.20 5 Descriptive writing based on an image
Spend 10 minutes doing your triangle plan

1. 5-6 sentences of slow description of setting
2. 1 line paragraph with the Rising Action
3. 5-6 sentences where you go in to detail on 

the action
4. Pick up the pace with shorter sentences 

and the climax
5. 1 line paragraph cliff-hanger to end!

Proofread for 5 minutes!

10.45 11.11 THE END!

Language-

Paper 1

Language-

Paper 2

Time Extra
Time

Question What to do…

9.00 9.00 Reading 
Time

Read the questions and highlight the keywords so 
you know what to look for

9.10 9.05 1 Identify the four true statements

9.15 9.17 2 The Quick Comparison 
2 x P-E-A1-C-P-E-A1

9.25 9.29 3 Language Analysis
3 x P-E-A1-A2-Z-K

9.40 10.00 4 The Long Comparison! You need to compare 
methods AND viewpoints!
2 x P-E-A1-Z-K-C-P-E-A1-Z-K

10.00 10.20 5 Descriptive writing based on an image
Spend 10 minutes doing your hand plan

1. Rephrase the task to a RQ, answer it with a 
short sentence. Explain why with a triple.

2. 5 sentences on your first reason
3. 7-8 sentences on your strongest argument
4. 5 sentences on your third reason
5. 2 sentence conclusion

Proofread for 5 minutes!

10.45 11.11 THE END!



Language- Paper 2

Sentence Starter 
Boosters:
• -ly
• -ed
• -ing

Language you could 
use:
AFOREST
Superlatives
Pronouns
Similes and metaphors

AO6 Boosters:
• ;   :   …   !   ?   ()
• Short sentences for impact
• Commas after sentence starters
• Exciting vocab

2 x comparisons

P-E-A1-C-P-E-A1

It is clear in Source A that… My evidence is… This suggests… This is similar/different 

because… In source B it is obvious that… This can be seen where it says… This infers that…

Definition Connotations

Examples What it isn’t

2/3 X PEAKs P-E-A1-A2-Z-K

The writer uses ____ to show… my evidence is… This suggests… It alo infers… The 

word ________ connotes… The highlights to the reader that they think…

Shade in the four true statements

2 X Comparisons

2 x P-E-A1-Z-K-C-P-E-A1-Z-K

The writer of Source A uses ____ to reveal their viewpoint that… this can be seen 

in the quote… this shows… the word ______ connotes… This shows they think… 

This is similar/different to Source B because… The writer of Source B uses… My 

evidence is… This shows… The phrase _____ implies…Clearly the writer’s 

perspective is that…

Discourse 
markers you 
could use:
Moreover,
Furthermore,
In addition,
Consequently,
Clearly,
Evidently,
Shockingly, 
Interestingly,



Paper 2: Question 2
2 comparative 

PEAKs
12 Minutes

C- Make a comparative statement about the 
two texts
P – Point – Identify an inference in the text
E – Evidence – quotation
A – Analysis – connotations / suggestions 
C – comparison connective
P – Point – Identify an inference in the text
E – Evidence – quotation
A – Analysis – connotations / suggestions 

The two texts are similar/different because they present 
(keyword) as…
In Source A we can see…
This is shown in the quote…
This suggests…
This is similar/different in Source B as…
In Source B we find that…
Evidence of this is…
This illustrates that…

Level 4 Tips:
Pick out more subtle points of difference
Be perceptive and clever in the inferences you make
Level 3 Tips:
Infer directly from the quote not generally
Make sure you are relevant to the keyword in the question

The Steps

Level Tips

This is further reinforced with…
This builds up the idea that…
This is creating an image of…
It leads us to believe/infer that… Discourse Markers

Focus: Comparing and inferring

Portrays
Illustrates
Highlights
Suggests
Implies
Connotes
Constructs
Emphasises
Shows
Infer
Depicts

8 Marks

Point of Comparison 1 Point of Comparison 2

Source A 
Quote

Source B 
Quote

Source A 
Quote

Source B 
Quote



Paper 2: Question 3

Tier 3 
Vocabulary:

Adjective
Verb

Noun
Adverb

Simile
Metaphor

Juxtaposition
Personification
Onomatopoeia

Sensory Language
Oxymoron

Pathetic Fallacy

2-3 PEAKs 15 Minutes

P: Point= Make an inference on the 
keyword- summarise your impression from 
the quote
E: Evidence= Use quotations to support 
your answer
Z1:  What is the suggestion or effect of the 
words? Can you include TERMINOLOGY 
here?
Z2: Can you zoom in on the layers of  
meaning in a particular word?
R: Comment on the effect on the reader

Makes me 
think of …

Which tells 
me that…

P: The writer presents (keyword) as…
E: This can be seen when they write…
Z1:  The use of the (terminology) in ‘QUOTE’ connotes that… 
which tells me that…
Z2: In addition it makes me think of… which is effective in 
showing that (keyword) is…
R: This highlights to the reader that…

Level 4 Tips:
Pick out patterns of language (negative verbs/positive adjectives/etc) 
with multiple quotes and build an argument
Alternative interpretations and going beyond the obvious
Level 3 Tips:
Always think and link- exploit your quote
Have a developed analysis straight from the point

The Steps

Sentence Starters

Level Tips

This is further reinforced with…
This builds up the idea that…
The writer utilised these words to…
This is creating an image of…
It leads us to believe/infer that… Discourse Markers

Focus: Words and their effects

Portrays/illustrates/highlights
/suggests/implies/connotes/
constructs/emphasises/

12 Marks



Paper 2: Question 4
2 comparative 

PEAKs
20 Minutes

C- Make a comparative statement about the two texts 
linking to the keyword in the question
P – Point – Identify an opinion in the text
E – Evidence – quotation + method
A – Analysis – connotations / suggestions
Z – Zoom if you can 
C – comparison connective
P – Point – Identify an opinion in the text
E – Evidence – quotation + method
A – Analysis – connotations / suggestions 
Z – Zoom if you can 

The two texts are similar/different because they have different 
perspectives on (keyword) as…
In Source A we can see they think…
This is shown in the quote… 
This suggests… The word ______ implies…
This is similar/different in Source B as…
In Source B we find that the writer clearly believes…
Evidence of this is…
This illustrates that… This is really highlighted with the word ____ 
which connotes that…

Level 4 Tips:
Look at patterns and how you can 
comment on overall tone, style and how 
the argument develops as the piece 
progresses
Level 3 Tips:
You have to compare opinions AND 
methods- not just one or the other

The Steps

Level Tips

This develops the writer’s viewpoint that…
This builds up the argument that…
This is constructing that they believe…
This perspective is elaborated on when…

Focus: Comparing methods and opinions

Tier 2 
Vocab
Viewpoint
Perspective
Opinion
Ideas
Thoughts
Feelings
Beliefs
Position
Stance
Outlook
Judgement
Standpoint
View

16 Marks

Tier 3 Vocabulary:

Adjective
Verb

Noun
Adverb

Simile
Metaphor

Juxtaposition
Personification
Onomatopoeia

Sensory Language
Oxymoron

Direct Address
Anecdote

Facts
Opinions

Rhetorical Question
Repetition

Exaggeration
Hyperbole

Statistical Language
Superlatives

Triple

Discourse Markers


